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CITY OF BOSTON / DoIT



FRONT-END WEBSITE



BUILT ON DRUPAL CMS 



Workbench User Problem
City of Boston employees producing and editing content for Boston.gov are struggling to 
use the Drupal Workbench and often have to rely directly on DoIT staff because it is 
inefficient and unintuitive.

DoIT Business Problem
DoIT needs to improve the Drupal Workbench experience for content producers and editors 
so that their colleagues can easily and independently produce content for Boston.gov. 

These changes will improve the quality of their colleagues’ work experiences and the 
content they create, as well as free up resources for strategic innovation.



We believe that if we 

Reorganize main navigation and rename key menu items

Revise “Create Content” descriptions and provide access to examples
Note: this also is meant to serve as a model for improving Components view.

Consistently support error avoidance and accessibility requirements

we will make the Drupal 8 workbench more intuitive and efficient for City of Boston content 
producers, streamline content producers and editors workload and improve their workbench 
experience, as well as hopefully free up DoIT’s resources to focus more on strategic innovation.



RESEARCH REPORT



User Research
● Focus Group (5)
● Interviews (13)
● Contextual Inquiry 

○ Demo Activities & Issues (7) 
○ Full Process Task Analysis (4)

Analysis
● User Workflows (4)
● Affinity Mapping

Comparative Research
● Google Docs
● Wordpress
● Wix
● Drupal 7
● Drupal 8

Prototype 
Usability Testing & Feedback

● Usability Testing (4)
● Demo to DoIT Project Team (4)
● Demo to DoIT staff including 

developers & designers as well as 
research participants (15+)
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Frequent Users (5) Regular Users (7) Infrequent Users (3)

General Logs in at least multiple times per week

Pretty to extremely comfortable with 
technology

Primary communication role OR program 
role with communications responsibilities

Logs in at least multiple times per month

Not to extremely comfortable with technology

Primary communication role OR program role 
with communications responsibilities

Logs in at most once per month

Not to very comfortable with technology

Program role with communications 
responsibilities

Activities Adds new information to existing pages

Creates articles, events, blog posts, press 
releases, and/or public notices

Reviews others’ content

Adds new information to existing pages

Creates events, public notices, press releases, 
and/or blog posts

Reviews others’ content

Updates/removes information from existing 
pages

Pain 
Points

Troubleshooting layout & formatting  issues

Remembering what all the different content 
layouts & components look like

Workbench is slow

All the options are overwhelming

Hard to remember what content or 
components are by their names

Struggles with formatting & layout

Triggers errors regularly

Does a lot of guessing

Doesn’t know where to go

Hard time keeping up with site edits or 
keeping content fresh

DoIT support/review bottleneck 

Wants Edit remotely/from phone

Online training & user guide access

More flexibility within components

Accessibility & translation support

Alert of some kind when a page has been 
approved & published

Easier preview experience

Access to user guide from within editor

Just share the changes with someone at 
DoIT and have them edit the website



We gleaned 327 
distinct comments 
from focus group 
participants & 
interviews.



We each 
grouped the 
comments into 
categories and 
subcategories 
creating our 
own affinity 
maps.



●  I don't know until I get the error that the Revision Log 
is required and I don't understand why I need to do it.

●  I like the new moderation panel.
●  I wish I knew while editing in the workbench what the 

character limit was for a given component.
●  There are too many page types and I can't remember 

what they all look like.
●  Workbench is SLOW
● Calling them "Drawers" makes no sense, but I'm used 

to it.
● Components make my job easier.
● Generic D8 vs D7 comparisons
● How will sharing & notifications work in D8?
● I can't edit photos easily within the workbench.
● I do not understand how to read the revision 

comparison
● I don't know how to find other people's drafts that I 

need to review/collaborate on.
● I don't know where to find My Drafts
● I don't refer to the brand style guide.
● I don't understand how to embed an image into the 

body of a page.
● I don't understand how to use the header images.
● I don't understand how to use the media library.
● I don't understand why certain fields/ requirements 

are useful.
● I don't understand why embedding a link is so 

complicated.
● I draft my content elsewhere

helps me update pages, I enjoy the 
look and variety of components 
[Current workbench experience] 
#172

User-friendly but very slow load 
times [Current workbench 
experience] #172

I like being able to revert to other 
versions [Like it the way it is] #172

James editing things [Like it the way 
it is] #172

Trying to be clear and concise in 
what is offered at events (translation, 
childcare) #901

Get a lot of walk-ins and phone calls 
for clarification, so contact info is 
important #901

Normally starts at workbench and 
tries to find recent work #901

Recent work is not good for 
collaborative page with another 
department #901

Doesn't know how to find a page 
they worked on last week in D8 #901

In D7, most recent at top of 
workbench home, followed by 
everyone's below #901

Found page to edit by searching 
workbench for title #901

From page, went to tasks > edit, 
knew to do this because James had 
explained it #901

Need a medium-sized FYI 
component [Things to change] #213

Online training options for how to 
use [Things to change] #213

Paranoid [Current workbench 
experience] #213

Productive [Current workbench 
experience] #213

like draft mode so we can share 
unpublished pages [Like it the way it 
is] #172

Like how easy it is to access sites in 
the editor edit.boston.gov (+site link) 
[Like it the way it is] #172

look + feel of boston.gov [Like it the 
way it is] #172

Access to people who don't have 
editing access to see drafts [Things 
to change] #172

Edit from home [Things to change] 
#345

Found document in google drive by 
going to "Recent" #901

Content gets built out from a shared 
google doc, then sometimes edits in 
google doc, sometimes edits in 
drupal, no preference #901

New components view is more 
compact, which is nice #901

D7 components view was too long, 
hard to visualize hierarchy #901

"I always reference the Drupal guide 
when I'm on the site" #901

Never fully confident about what 
components look like, wants to see 
real examples #901

"Is there a difference between 
pasting in plain text and pasting in 
Word?" #901

In old version, text formatting was 
finicky #901

User-friendly plug+play well trained 
[Current workbench experience] 
#213

I like that James reviews + catches 
when we have jargon that the public 
won't understand [Like it the way it 
is] #213

You never have to worry about being 
inconsistent with the graphic 
language [Like it the way it is] #213

When I add a link in a component w/ 
an icon, if that link is external 
document, the icon won't present 
itself [Pain points] #213

Being able to populate icons directly 
from google drive [Things to change] 
#213

Populating metadata for social more 
easily [Things to change] #172

I make the Intro text less than one 
line of text because it is so large, it 
can take up too much room on the 
page. #172

So she just made a draft, saved it, 
and we're seeing it previewed on the 
website, but we can't go back to edit 
it. We can't find it in "My 
Workbench", We can find it in "My 
Edits". It would be helpful if 
something at the top of the page 
said "Edit Draft". #172

edit/make changes from phone 
(really small changes, e.g. elections) 
[Things to change] #172

'-like having a framework/template 
-sometimes hard to find pages I'm 
working on in the backend (+1) 
-would like more multimedia options 
(photo/video) [Current workbench 
experience] #345'

'-Approval process -Simple 
templates [Like it the way it is] #345'

Editing/cropping photos doesn't work 
(+1) [Pain points] #345

Add scrolling components for 
text/video [Things to change] #345

"I didn't know how to fix it, so I'd just 
send it to James" #901

Google docs are used to get things 
on the website quickly, as a 
language reference for other 
materials, hard marketing collateral, 
for other staff to reference #901

"If I'm pasting a link into text, why 
does it need a title? [in link box, 
below URL]" #901

"Is it weird that I don't really care 
what it says when people hover over 
[URL]?" #901

Adding links in Google Docs is easy 
because it's the same process as 
Word #901

Likes quick action buttons in link 
popup in Google Docs (copy URL, 
edit etc) #901

Does not care for search for URL 
function in Google Docs or Drupal... 
"if you're linking to something, you 
know exactly what you're linking to... 
it just gets in the way" #901

Department has had to work on 7th 
grade reading level goal #901

Better cross-departmental data 
collection system [Things to change] 
#213

Character cutoffs aren't 
communicated on the backend. 
Have to review to see if over limit 
[Things to change] #213

Clear understanding of city 
involvement, programs, policies, 
projects [(External) Hopes] #213

'-Populating data + requests into 
maps -general data collection 
features that are more advanced 
[Things to change] #213'

When you delete a link in component 
(if it has an icon) you have to drag it 
to the bottom of the list of links 
becase it will auto delete the last 
icon + shift them all up [Things to 
change] #213

I think Intro images are optional and 
Thumbnail images are important 
because they show up in the news 
section and on social media. #172

Embed RSS feed easily [Things to 
change] #172

Quick, clear answers [(External) 
Hopes] #172

Insert tables [Things to change] 
#172

More ways to sign up for newsletter 
[Things to change] #345

More sections in certain components 
(some only allow three columns of 
text/icons) [Things to change] #345

'-helps me see new updates from 
other departments -keep track of 
pages that haven't been updated in 
a while [Current workbench 
experience] #345'

I want them to be able to find info 
easily+navigate to what they're 
specifically looking for, but also find 
out about things unfamiliar to them. 
Want it to be educational+exciting. 
[(External) Hopes] #345

Doesn't usually put text into 
Hemingway editor... if they can't 
understand it on the first couple 
reads, it needs work #901

If they notice internal 
language/nomenclature is being 
used, they'll take it out #901

Changes to page were lost upon 
error #901

Thinks revisions log works like 
comments on Google Docs, would 
use that to communicate with James 
about issues with page #901

Used clone page to get around issue 
not being able to save changes to 
page #901

"I'm never totally afraid to lose 
content [when editing]... I feel like it's 
always going to be somewhere" 
#901

Never touches other people's page 
edits #901

Because there is no one person 
making our our department pages, it 
looks like a hodgepodge of 30 
different pages all designed 
differently. #213

"In the old version, I would have 
clicked "Edit this Page", but can'd do 
that now, not sure what to do to edit 
this page." #213

Toggling between two draft pages or 
links can generate error pages. #213

"Some components require too 
many fields and descriptions." #213

If you hit Preview without saving, 
work can be lost. #213

Organize website by services, not by 
department [Things to change] #172

It would be helpful to get a 
notification when a page/post has 
been approved and published. #172

edit fields specifically as opposed to 
full back-end navigation [Things to 
change] #172

I use only 3 or 4 page types regularly 
#345

I can't remember what page types 
that I don't use regularly look like just 
by their names. #345

I don't use the media library because 
I always need specific photos from 
my drive, never stock photos. #345

I'm afraid to use the photos in the 
media library because it might delete 
from someone else' page if I delete it 
from my page. #345

Toggles between preview and edit 
mode until edits look right #901

Component layout/sizing issues can 
cause "clunkiness" #901

Does not refer to style guide for 
website, only for creating graphics 
#901

Never completely sure what things 
will actually look like on site #901

Why can some components be 
different colors and others can't? 
#901

Throws in photo components to 
break up long sections of text #901

Some components aren't relevant to 
department #901

"At this point [after getting errors] I'd 
probably just delete [component] and 
start over" #901

I preferred being able to click 
anywhere within the component box 
to edit more than only being able to 
click the edit button. #213

I wish there was an icon library 
within the workbench that I could use 
and that would automatically update 
icons on my page, when they are 
redesigned/updated by DoIT. #213

I don't know how to make PDFs 
show up as icons in the Grid of 
Cards component. #213

What is "view"? #213

People are going to have a hard time 
finding "Tasks" in the upper 
righthand corner far away from 
everything else. #213

Choose Image seems like browse to 
me not upload, so I thought it would 
take me to the media library. #345

I keep forgetting that this "publish 
live" button is the new Edit button. 
#345

I can't crop or resize photos in the 
workbench - they just become blurry. 
#345

I can't control the crop in the square 
image components, so it just crops 
whatever it wants to. #345

Sometimes is lazy and doesn't take 
the time to name uploaded image 
#901

Often have image sizing issues, 
send to James to fix them #901

Doc/photo upload process is 
cumbersome #901

Wants embedded forms, not google 
forms #901

Would like photo sizing options, 
because page flow gets broken up 
too much with large photos #901

"[Drupal] is the least favorite part of 
my job [because] it's time consuming 
and I also haven't tried to master it" 
#901

Would love translation of top 3 or 5 
languages for pages in department 
#901

Language translations currently get 
put on Boston.gov via PDF, which 
isn't very accessible #901

It is weird to go to "Tasks" it should 
be "Edit the Website". #

Limit the components available 
based on the page type and 
user/department. #213

I have a hard time remembering 
what all the different page types & 
components actually look like, I wish 
there were images of them I could 
preview before selecting the one I 
want to add. #213

Calling them "drawers" makes no 
sense. #213

Learning workbench when you’re 
also managing a program takes too 
much time. #213

Nothing tells me the Revision Log is 
required before I try to submit my 
draft for Review . #345

I appreciate the new page status 
headers that say DRAFT or 
PENDING REVIEW at the top of the 
page. #345

I keep looking for an Edit Content 
page that used to be in the upper 
lefthand menu. #345

I don't have the character limits 
memorized for all the various 
components, so I just have to guess 
and see what it looks like in preview 
and then go back and edit the text if 
it is too long. #345

The new workbench seems much 
more user friendly than the old one. 
#109

The old workbench seemed more 
difficult because I had to remember 
to do this and that. #109

I don't have time to edit our copy to 
7th grade level, I just let DoIt do that. 
#109

I didn't realize that the Latest Draft 
button was the one I needed to 
select to go back to my drafts to 
keep editing them. #109

I keep getting tripped up on adding 
the post metadata date because it is 
new. #109

Likes the D8 update #901

Likes the ability to schedule posts in 
D8 #901

Wants a more interactive calendar 
feature (aside from Google Calendar 
embed, which looks bad) #901

I work in google and InDesign to 
create print versions before making 
website version of the content. #213

I get frustrated by how slow 
Workbench can be. #213

“Preview usually doesn’t work.” #213

I don't know how to make very 
large/header images work. #213

I wish there was a medium-sized FYI 
component. #213

I edt the text sometimes just for 
aesthetic reasons, so that the boxes 
and buttons line up correctly. #345

I expect My Recent Edits to show 
me all my recent edits, but it does 
not. (It only shows published pages, 
not saved drafts or pending reviews 
pages). #345

“Is there anyway, once you post the 
page, to put it into your social media 
content? So once it is approved, it 
would automatically post on your 
social media?” #109

I didn't realize I needed to change 
the post status to Needs Review, 
maybe that should be a brighter 
color or something? #109

How do I add a picture into the body 
of a post? Link? Source? Media 
Entity Embed? #109

Reording sections is much better in 
D8. #213

I liked seeing everyone else's edits, 
but now it is easier to see my own. 
#213

Many people use workbench as side 
job, we don’t have time to figure it 
out/troubleshoot. #213

I don't know what "schedule a status 
change" means. #213

I wish the data we all collect from 
website forms/surveys was 
centralized and accessible to 
everyone (at least the non-sensitive 
stuff). #213

Overwhelming Trouble seeing 
overall dept page [Current 
workbench experience] #901

'-Simple templates -Component 
options [Like it the way it is] #901'

Other department updates [Like it 
the way it is] #901

Embedding photo into text [Pain 
points] #901

Reordering components/call to 
action tabs [Pain points] #901

Launguage translation - either 
contact [translation services] or text 
to drop in [Things to change] #901

Translate our services externally (vs. 
how we are organized internally) 
[Things to change] #901

Wish video component was smaller 
[Things to change] #901

It all looks really different #101

"I usually type in what I was looking 
for" #101

now has my name out there, so 
usually it would just have my five 
digit code #101

trying to edit a drawer but it kept 
routing him to edit the video #101

now I don't know what to do. mess 
around with it for a little bit and try to 
figure it out and if not I probably 
email, James #101

mess around with it for a little bit and 
try to figure it out and if not I 
probably email, James #101

instead of editing existing content, 
had to delete and recreate #101

Access information they want easily 
+ quickly. -contact info -submit forms 
[(External) Hopes] #901

'-get information to residents -explain 
programs -update on policy progress 
[Current workbench experience] 
#901'

always incomplete a little slow 
[Current workbench experience] 
#901

helps me thoughtfully/creatively 
explain programs/policy [Current 
workbench experience] #901

"sometimes you have to guess at 
things and then look at how it turns 
out and then guess again" #546

sometimes the components are too 
rigid- like requiring a contact phone 
number #546

"probably this just comes with more 
practice but it's just hard to figure out 
the best way to lay things out" #546

"James is always like knows the 
better way to do it" #546

"Also, there's a lot of choices for the 
types of page, I can make and I, it's 
hard to figure out which one to use." 
#546

wanted to have a small banner pop 
up on every page to announce new 
program but doesn't know how #546

used to be called like grid of cards 
#101

I'm guessing the drawer section 
would be what whatever those cards 
are. #101

it was way easier to navigate than 
this #101

doesn't find drawer intuitive but is 
used to it #101

gets content for updates from 
emails, partner websites, or Canva 
files. #101

since I don't really know how I don't 
want to mess anything up here. #101

either if the preview. Save as draft. 
And then I would go into the, then I 
would look at it as the draft, and if it 
looked right then I would go to a nice 
review, do you do that as you're 
putting it together and you just kind 
of wait till the end and preview like, 
put it up, put it all together first. #101

Has had issues with D8 transisiton, 
but D7 was generally OK #309

Component aren't always intuitive 
#309

Not having templates for similar 
pages is "ridiculous" #309

Doesn't always have time to 
micromanage design, stuff is often 
"good enough" #309

Send content to James, and he puts 
it online #464

Not clear that there are multiple 
contact "tabs" available on 
department page #464

Long pages make people scroll, then 
give up and call department #464

Phone number encourages people 
to call rathen than use web 
resources #464

Best thing DoIT did was putting in 
system to hold the money for 
records requests #464

Had publishing rights in D7, helped 
with time-sensitive posts #823

With D8, no longer has ability to edit 
anything (bug?) #823

Sometimes wants new pages to look 
the same as existing page, didn't like 
not being able to manipulate it #823

Dislikes WYSIWYG, goes into 
source code to fine-tune design 
#823

usually log in and go to the page that 
needs changes #546

So I guess I have to access it a 
different way than I did before #546

didn't find tasks in menu #546

creating is on the other side of the 
screen- weird #546

workbench- "So I guess this is 
confusing like I don't exactly know 
where to go." #546

usually keeps her target page open 
in another tab so she knows where 
to go #546

usually lays out site, links, photos in 
a Google doc and then types it into 
drupal form. Checks for errors in 
preview #101

trouble getting images and titles to 
match up #101

uploading PDF- gets a weird cover 
image size #101

mostly learned from the user guide 
#101

Wasn't sure which page type to use 
for the campaign- liked the 
descriptions and recommendations 
#101

refers back to previous pages and 
ones from other departments when 
creating #101

posts google forms to gather user 
info #101

Info comes in from applications, gets 
dumped into Gdoc/word agenda, 
then copy/pasted into drupal #309

Likes paste as plain text #309

Wants to create custom templates 
for notices to re-use #309

Intrigued by clone function, but not 
clear on its function #309

D8 homepage not showing drafts = 
confusing #309

Many users are ESL or older, so 
department has been good about 
that #464

"effort to find the little tiny changes 
we have would be way too much to 
keep up with along with every other 
computer system that I have to do" 
#464

Department has minimal changes 
#464

Knows how to ask James for 
specifically, doesn't assume he 
knows department #464

Sometimes makes edits and puts 
them on hold until they were ready to 
go live #464

"I wanted it to look the way I wanted 
it to look" #823

Gets the content from wherever, puts 
into wordpad to strip out formatting, 
adds notes for images and links, 
pastes it into editor and publishes it, 
then goes back and makes changes. 
#823

Doesn't create everything but needs 
to edit everything, so "my content" 
not super helpful. #823

Finds page, adds "edit."/"content." to 
URL, then edits page #823

edit and collapse content buttons 
were confusing and not working 
#546

change to needs review and save 
#546

then got error for needing revision 
log #546

overall new moderation screens are 
good, more visible #546

maybe need to change to draft first? 
this is way better #546

different page types- don't know 
which to pick, want examples #546

difficult to get the right layout and 
dimensions for a photo for some 
spots. #101

editing photos has to happen outside 
of Drupal #101

new workbench loosk confusing but 
I'll get the hang of it #101

will go to James' class #101

prob won't use- script page #101

making consistency edits- Age 
Strong. lots of checking for old name 
#101

uses the style guide #101

Everything [in department] is 
branded #309

Commission names are post-grad 
reading level, but dept can't change 
that #309

Not sure what "subscription not 
active" means #309

Usually communicates with James 
over email #464

High turnover at DoIT can make it 
hard to keep dealing with the same 
person over time #464

DoIT web team is excellent, best 
ever #464

"Registry Department" doesn't make 
sense to the layperson, so they 
changed it online to "Birth, Death 
and Marriage" #464

Worked with DoIT to find page traffic 
stats, which showed that clearer info 
online led to decreased calls #464

Wants electronic applications #823

"If everything is already someplace, 
just hit a button and slide it in... it's 
not complicated content" (re: 
templates, I think) #823

If they're supposed to follow style 
guide, make it easy for them #823

"[Architectural preservation] is just a 
jargon-filled field" #823

"Sometimes there's a lot of it's like 
clicking through and saving and 
checking if you like it" #101

hard to tell what changes will look 
like on mobile- changes dimensions 
on browser #101

uses internal language guide to be 
respoctful of visitors #101

users didn't know how to zoom in on 
text other than making the browser 
bigger #101

users didn't know where to click for 
more info. clicked titles instead of 
links #101

trouble linking to specific page in pdf 
#101

e-reader format might be more 
helpful? #101

picks article mostly- often working on 
programs that don't change much 
#546

had trouble finding the right thing: "I 
think what I really wanted was just a 
blurb on the Public Works pages like 
giving some kind of information to 
citizens like yard waste pickup starts 
next week like things like that that I 
that aren't really a page that I didn't 
know how to get started with." just 
on public works, unlike site-wide 
emergency banners #546

refers to other pages to see what 
kind of content people post #546

writes directly into component body 
editor #546

often pulling from paper guides 
already created, copying from Docs 
with a bit of rewording #546

hit preview- it didn't save? #546

Found draft by clicking on "latest 
draft" in upper right corner #309

Would have two windows open side 
by side to copy/paste from old public 
notice to new #309

Meeting location info is always the 
same (so why do they have to enter 
it every time) #309

Uses indent and non-indent buttons 
all the time #309

Indent does not work in D8 #309

Smaller departments have a harder 
time keeping site up to date with 
fresh content #464

For social posts, they send content 
to Sarah Figalora to post on city's 
accounts #464

Takes photos of people [getting 
married] and emails it to DoIT to 
post, along with caption #464

Interfacing with DoIT can be tricky 
relative to time-sensitive posts #464

Department has analog roots #464

Most processes are spelled out in 
state law, so they must use specific 
terms. Hard to explain historic 
significance to public #823

Would like a pulldown to set meeting 
location (from a predefined list) #823

"I just get used to what I should be 
looking for" (component names etc) 
#823

Had previously worked in WordPress 
#823

being able to edit offsite would be a 
big help #101

understand that they want the site to 
look cohesive, but they all look the 
same. more interaction would be 
good #101

change to realistic preview is helpful 
#101

uses keyword searches to find old 
content #101

used to be able to revert to an old 
version- want a button #101

revision comparison is helpful, but 
wish they were pages instead of just 
text table #101

Wix is more visual #101

if it's having technical difficulties, 
there should be a button to go back 
to my content in the editor #546

save takes you right to preview? 
#546

found the ability to reorder list items- 
recognized the four arrows #546

least favorite thing was the 
moderation process- and that's 
improved #546

it would be nice to see how the page 
looks while you're changing things. 
like a split screen #546

helpful if each page and component 
type in lists linked to an example like 
in the user guide #546

Most used components are 
formatted text, groups of links, 
drawers, columns, and hero image 
#309

Has to email James every time they 
need a change, usually pretty quick, 
but sometimes can be a bottleneck 
#309

Drupal is easy because there are 
pre-built components, which make it 
easy to publish content quickly #309

"We're just into efficiencies [for 
users, as department]" #464

Wants website to answer most 
users' questions, avoid having to 
call/come in #464

"We want to get the person as close 
as they can to the page they need, 
and have them easily find it" #464

"It also just make it easier so that I 
don't have to do because I end up 
doing all the searching on my own 
anyway to find something to 
duplicate." #546

user guide is helpful but is just 
another tab to have up and I have to 
find it. Would be helpful to have it 
readily available #546

uses brand guidelines a lot #546

this isn't too difficult #101

users had trouble getting back in 
their viewing path without 
breadcrumbs #101

real site translations please #101

signs in and goes to target page- 
never uses workbench or recent 
edits- seem wrong #978

search doesn't help because I don't 
know the page type, but I know the 
URL #978

Not comfortable clicking create 
content, maybe create new draft? 
#978

would it be possible to have multiple 
versions of a page? #978

what is the utility of the new 
revisions comparison page? Having 
to scroll way down for the compare 
button was not helpful. Would expect 
to see visual versions. #978

A lot of clicks to get to something 
[(External) Don't wants] 
#ss_unknown

does use script page for iframes, but 
didn't have access before migration, 
happy to now #978

would like to be able to have 
different column and tile layouts 
#978

wants more clarity on servers and 
Salesforce process #978

metrolist mobile view is unhelpful 
#978

metrolist- could developers help with 
better filtering? #978

accessibility is going to become 
more prominent, so we will need 
more video capabilities with correct 
captions #808

how will content approval queue 
change? #808

Confusion [(External) Don't wants] 
#ss_unknown

Get routed to wrong pages 
[(External) Don't wants] 
#ss_unknown

????? + ease of use [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

Accurate info [(External) Experiential 
wants] #ss_unknown

Appreciation [(External) Experiential 
wants] #ss_unknown

Clarity + ease of use [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

Confident (??) [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

Good surprise [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

Gratification [(External) Experiential 
wants] #ss_unknown

balancing financial info, translations, 
accessibility, and reading level is 
really difficult  #808

work translation into creation flow? 
#808

Always looking for more interactivity 
on pages, esp for mobile #808

Registration form (submitting to 
salesforce) was very complicated 
process #808

Upon logging in has none of the 
workbench menu options #808

Expects revision number to show 
preview of that version #808

helpful if DoIT provided more best 
practices examples #978

finding tasks menu item was very 
counter-intuitive #978

wants something that says edit #978

revision log required is surprising 
#978

could preview highlight what was 
changed? #978

Guided experience based on user 
desires [(External) Experiential 
wants] #ss_unknown

Hop on + hop off [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

In control [(External) Experiential 
wants] #ss_unknown

Unified city of boston [(External) 
Experiential wants] #ss_unknown

Nice to look at Pleasant [(External) 
Hopes] #ss_unknown

save a copy to a sandbox? #978

● I draft my content in the editor
● I get overwhelmed by all the components available to 

me.
● I have trouble with linking or embedding PDFs.
● I like being able to revert to previous versions
● I navigate the live site to find the page I want to edit.
● I rely on  DoIT staff to do the work for me.
● I rely on existing pages and trial & error to decide 

what layout is best for the page I am creating.
● I rely on James and other DoIT staff to edit my content 

for me.
● I rely on James and other DoIT staff to help me when 

I'm stuck
● I should SAVE first before I go to Preview, otherwise I 

may lose my work.
● I struggle with getting our page copy to a 7th or 8th 

grade reading level, but I understand why it is 
important to do so.

● I think components view in D8 is different than it was 
in D7 (some + some -)

● I use the brand style guide
● I use the drupal user guide
● I want more than the current components allows me.
● I want something that says "Edit This Page" and is 

really easy to find.
● I wish data collection tools and processes were 

clearer, more integrated into workbench, and more 
centralized across departments.

● I wish I could do a better job of providing users with 
more accessible content.

● I wish I could edit remotely or on my phone.
● I wish I had easier access to  the drupal user guide
● I wish I was better at designing interactivity into our 

pages.
● I wish Icons were more accessible and easy to use.
● I wish it was easier to see what the page will look like 

as I am editing it.
● I wish Preview was more helpful for understanding 

how a page had changed.
● I wish social media integration was easier.
● I wish the workbench could translate my content into 

other languages.
● I wish there was a better calendar feature.
● I wish there was a smaller video component.
● I wish there were department-specific templates for 

pages we make all the time.
● I'm not always sure what a component will be, do, or 

look like based on its name.
● praise for DoIT
● Some components require too many fields.
● We don't have time to master drupal so our webpages 

aren't as good as we wish they were.
● We have our own department language guide.
● What if I want to save my work, but not go straight to 

Preview? What if I want to switch the page's status 
from Draft to Needs Review from the Preview page?

(Paraphrased summaries of groupings made from the 
original  327 comments collected.)



We affinity mapped 
the affinity maps.



Navigation
● I want to edit this page, but I can’t figure out how to get to the editor from here.
● I am confused about how things are named and described.
● I struggle to find what I am looking for. 

Moderation & Preview
● The new moderation tools seem helpful, but I’m still a little confused by them.
● I want to be able to see and compare revisions, but this way is confusing me.
● I don’t trust Preview. 

Errors & Help
● Help me avoid errors. Tell me the requirements.
● I want easier access to the DoIT user guide.
● I rely on DoIT staff when I can’t help myself.
● I need more support to ensure my content is truly accessible to all of our users.



all three full flows

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bSR-bydU1Bx4fc16Jk8dBE3Y55yi9eoE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JJl5QbOckmEXUjQxLnn7kTZqMvIqKcui/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jDrQFrAlDgu_RmKwypzWPTZgw4tdyYmI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1h__c23zqnGuiMaEzYwazkrQkHxGnA5dY?usp=sharing


Navigation
● Navigating the live site to pages they want to work on
● Sharing URLs, help requests, and status updates via email in order to collaborate
● Hesitating and hovering over menu items
● Clicking into things and then clicking away because it wasn’t what they expected or 

because they realized they didn’t need what they found there

Errors
● Triggering errors because they had not seen that a field was required
● Only realizing their copy was too long for a component after they were in preview
● Skipping accessibility-related fields because they are not required by system

Moderation & Preview
● Losing work because they hadn’t saved before clicking preview
● Being unable to locate their drafts
● Uncertain about what to do within the moderation area and sidebar menu
● Uncertain about what would happen when they change a page status



NNG Heuristics
Google 
Suites WordPress Wix

Drupal 7 
Workbench

Drupal 8 
Workbench

Visibility of System Status good good good ok ok
System-World Match good good good ok ok
User Control & Freedom good good good ok ok
Consistency & Standards good ok good ok ok
Error Prevention good good good ok ok
Recognition Over Recall good ok good improve ok
Flexibility & Efficiency of Use good good good ok ok
Minimal Design ok ok good improve improve
Errors good good good ok ok
Help Documentation good good good ok ok

Detail heuristic analysis

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18itJyUFVVSNMdRtoganL1KDxJi1TGk77JiRFAXxK8b4/edit?usp=sharing
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Boston.gov content.Boston.gov

On public-facing website and in Drupal Workbench, contrast, fonts, links, 
and state changes often do not meet WCAG AA standards.



Workbench User Problem
City of Boston employees producing and editing content for Boston.gov are struggling to 
use the Drupal Workbench and often have to rely directly on DoIT staff because it is 
inefficient and unintuitive.

DoIT Problem
DoIT needs to improve the Drupal Workbench experience for content producers and editors 
so that their colleagues can easily and independently produce content for Boston.gov.  
These changes will improve the quality of their work experience and the content they 
create, as well as free up resources for strategic innovation.



Workbench users need a way to:

● Navigate more easily because they are struggling to find, edit, and submit their 
content.

● More easily understand/imagine what options are available or required 
because the Workbench uses unintuitive, unmemorable, and unrecognizable 
naming conventions.

● More easily access help resources because they currently have to leave the 
Workbench or rely on DoIT staff to do so.



RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT



Our Project Principles

Reduce frustration and streamline workflows

Encourage creativity and best practices

Increase confidence and empower content producers

City of Boston’s Brand Principles

“Less Not More. We teach and build tools, not rules.”

“Everyone is a designer, sometimes, without training.”

“Empower people, they will surprise you!”



Solutions
● Incorporate visual examples, best practices, and more illustrative descriptions

● Facilitate access to the custom D8 Site Admin Guide as well as Brand Guide & tools

● Improve taxonomy and navigation by using more familiar terms for key actions & areas

● Clarify the moderation process and support users while easing their transition to D8

● Be clear and consistent in error avoidance & requirements

● Encourage content creators and editors to support all users of Boston.gov and meet 
accessibility compliance requirements



Help users create customized workbenches and templates to 
increase confidence and efficiency.

● Templates with pre-filled content and specific drop-downs:
○ Highlight the role of the clone function to use existing 

live page as “template”
○ Allow user to create their own custom page type 

templates with a set of predefined 
components/options

○ Collaborate with high volume departments that want 
templates to create one or two custom page types.

● “Create/Add Content” [New Page] / “Components” choices:
○ Hide/show options on a per user or per department 

basis, include user in decision.
○ Include a “save this view” or “make this my view” 

button so that users can always see a preferred filtered 
or ordered list as their default.

○ Provide users with ability to “favorite” up to 5 options 
and show these “favorites” at the top of the list.

○ Create a “tool-tip” for users that highlights the fact 
that they can filter and order options in various ways.

Incorporate visual examples, best practices, and more 
illustrative descriptions into page and component selection 
processes to help avoid frustrations and increase users’ 
confidence in their decisions.

● Develop better language for components and page types:
○ More descriptive titles.
○ More illustrative copy that helps user imagine the 

utility and layout of component or page type.

● “Create/Add Content” [New Page] list – Add access to 
visual examples:
○ Link to page in DoIT Guide
○ Hover over with page example
○ Hover over with wireframe example
○ Link to existing “evergreen” page, perhaps dedicated to 

this purpose

● Make component selection more like “Create/Add Content” 
page, where each option includes descriptive copy and one 
of the visual example access solutions.

detail  1 of 3



Incorporating visual examples cont…

○ If component selection menu cannot look like 
“Create/Add Content” page, then: 
■ Tool-tips when they hover on the dropdown 

providing a description and small wire-frame to 
show how the component elements look. 

Incorporate accessibility requirements into content creation 
and explain their reasoning so that users are encouraged to 
both support public access to the website content and also 
meet compliance requirements.
● Identify any/all accessibility required fields, make them 

required (asterisk) and add a tool-tip or hint text for input 
fields.

● Ex: Make “Alternative Text” for all media (images/videos, 
etc) required.
○ Rename “Alternative Text” (if possible) to highlight its 

purpose 
○ Highlight the SEO and Accessibility benefits of using 

this field for users in the hint text.

Improve menu taxonomy and layout by using more familiar terms 
for key actions and areas, including:
● Rename “Tasks” to something more intuitive, e.g. “Edit this Page”
● Relocate “Tasks”/[New name] to left-hand side, next to existing 

edit actions and have its menu appear on the left-hand side like 
other action menus.

● Rename “Create Content” and “Add Content” to “Create New 
Page” or “Draft New Page”

● Include menu option to access drafts from workbench homepage
● Remove translate button from menu if not active

Clarify the moderation process and support users while easing 
their transition into D8.
● Revision log prompt should make its purpose clear, and indicate 

that it is required (red asterisk) 
○ Consider renaming or removing Revision Log [title] to clarify 

purpose
● “Preview” should not be available for unsaved work
● Save should be automatic, like in Google Docs
● Include link in editor to user guide to show moderation 

flow/steps
detail  2 of 3



Incorporate access to the custom D8 user guide and Boston Brand 
and Voice style guides
● Link to anchors/pages within the guide from tool-tips and helpful 

hints throughout the workbench
● Include a link to the guides within the Main Nav

Be clear and consistent in error avoidance and requirements.
● Include character limit information in components when there is 

an actual character limit or a recommended word limit for either 
readability or formatting reasons.

● Prevent errors by 
○ Making sure all required fields have a red asterisk
○ Highlighting required fields in an even more visual way - 

color the text or highlight the text with a pale yellow to draw 
the user’s eye to the text more forcefully.

● Resolve errors by
○ Ensuring that the error alert message, error highlight, and 

user advancement prevention is applied consistently across 
the workbench.

detail  3 of 3

Make the image upload process easier
● Make the Add Image the default tab in Upload/Choose Image 

pop-up - that is what users usually do (they don’t pull 
images/media from the library

● Make the image upload process the same no matter where the 
image is being uploaded

● In the preview step before the user hits the final “upload and 
select” button, show the user what the image will look like in the 
component they have selected (so if it is round, show the image as 
it will be cropped to circle, if it is thumbnail, show that cropping, 
if it is in a grid of cards, show how it would be cropped there and 
allow the user to edit the image before the final “upload & select 
action.

● Make it possible to upload images to the Workbench from Google 
Drive not just the HDrive



1. Reorganize main navigation and rename key menu items.

2. Revise “Create Content” descriptions & provide access to examples.
Note: this also is meant to serve as a model for improving Components view.

3. Consistently support error avoidance and accessibility 
requirements.



Reorganize main navigation and rename key menu items.

● All user types  — daily, weekly, monthly, rarely — negatively impacted
● Taxonomy often breaks natural language conventions
● A few key adjustments might have big positive impact

We believe that by making page editing actions more visible and 
intuitive, all users will have an easier time performing a core function 
of their workflow. 



Rename key menu items.

Current Recommendation

My Workbench/Home Dashboard

Create Content Create New

All Recent Content Everyone’s Recent Content

Tasks Edit

Latest Draft Draft

Save or Preview Save + Preview

Needs Review Submit



Current

Recommendation

Streamline the Workbench Navigation.



Current

Recommendation

Streamline the Workbench Navigation.



Current Recommendation

Streamline the Moderation Panel.



Revise “Create Content” descriptions & provide access to examples. 

● All user types frustrated and confused by page layout and components choices
● Many users view examples in admin guide while working
● Users said that the new Create Content page is “better” than the simple list menu they had 

in D7.  By adding a few enhancements to new D8 Create Content page, we can also model 
what could also be done for “Components” to address users issues whether they are 
creating new content (less frequent) or updating existing content (more frequent).

We believe that by incorporating examples and illustrative descriptions 
of content and component types in the Workbench, we will help content 
producers make better, faster selections and they will feel more mastery 
of the Workbench. 



Make the content type descriptions more illustrative.

Current

Post 
A full body text and image(s)/Videos of the press release 
or storytelling piece.

Program and/or Initiative Guide
A content type for creating programs and/or initiatives.

Public Notice
A content type for displaying public notices.

Recommendation

Use Posts for Press Releases, News, Announcements, and 
other time-sensitive content. Posts are more timely, 
concise, and dynamic than articles and are accessed 
through our News page.

These profiles share details, contacts, enrollment 
information, and engagement opportunities for 
initiatives like Boston Shines and programs like Camp 
Joy, for example.

Required by Open Meeting law, a public notice needs to 
be legible and easily understood, must contain the date, 
time, place of meeting and agenda. If the agenda items 
change, you should updated the notice to let the public 
know.



Provide easy access to visual examples.
Current Recommendation



Consistently support error avoidance and accessibility goals.

● All user types expressed frustration about unclear component requirements 
● Uncommunicated requirements trap users in repetitious loops, slow them down, and make 

them feel like they are doing something wrong
● Adjustments to information or page organization improve commonly used components like 

Image Upload, Text fields, and the Revision Log

We believe that by addressing at least a few of these issues for all users, 
we will achieve more streamlined workflows and reduce reliance on 
DoIT/admin guide.



Consistently indicate whether or not a field is required.

Current Recommendation



Consistently include information about character limits. 

Turn the box red in the editor, once the user exceeds the character limit. 

Add character limits to components where shorter copy is preferred (ex. Intro Text). 

If I write more than 140 characters this box turns red to tell me I am going to trigger an error and then I know 
that I have to edit my copy.



Reorganize the Image Upload pop-up to reduce errors and prioritize accessibility.

Current



Reorganize the Image Upload pop-up to reduce errors and prioritize accessibility.

Recommendation



Make minimal changes to improve color contrast, visibility of alerts, and 
recognizability of links to improve accessibility within Drupal Workbench.

Current Recommendation



full happy flow

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o_4snfYaEEJpw7PjIixvHUHAYfEgdtLY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o_4snfYaEEJpw7PjIixvHUHAYfEgdtLY/view?usp=sharing


USABILITY REPORT



What we Heard
● Consistent positive feedback

○ This is easier to navigate than what I am used to.
○ I would use “View Example” of the content layouts.
○ Moderation seems simpler and easier to get through.

● Conflicting feedback
○ I like this dashboard vs. I want more/different information in this dashboard.
○ I want the edit options in a center pop-up vs. I want the edit options in a sidebar.

● Consistent “close, but not quite” feedback
○ I want to see examples of published pages as well as the mockup examples.

What we Observed
● Users very quickly and easily navigating to where they needed to go.
● Users being excited  — “ooo”, “ahs”, and body language that suggested sudden active 

excitement about something, such as leaning into the screen or sitting up attentively.

“I think this looks fun.”

“Ooo, I like this a lot more.”

“Oh, this is a really nice surprise.”

“Seems pretty self-explanatory.”



Dashboard v1



Dashboard v2



Visual examples on content selection page



VIEW PROTOTYPE

https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/XPV7F0ACSQT#/screens


Additional recommendations

● Develop a new Components menu with tailored options, illustrative descriptions, visual 
examples, and more intuitive naming conventions (in the style of Create New).

● Create customized dashboards to increase flexibility and efficiency.
● Collaborate with very high volume departments to develop custom templates.
● More deeply embed help tips and access to user guide throughout the Editor.
● Provide users with access to the Brand Guidelines from within the Editor.
● Embed either Grammarly or Hemingway in text editor fields to encourage more accessible 

writing that matches Boston’s optimistic and informative voice.
● Provide users with translation capability.
● Implement accessible design recommendations from City’s April 2019 blog post to both front 

and back-end.
● Make the Add Image the default tab in Upload/Choose Image pop-up.



THANK YOU!!


